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GOOD NEIGHBOUR®



GOOD NEIGHBOUR
AFFORDABLE FENCING THAT ADDS STYLE, SECURITY AND PRIVACY

STYLE AND STRENGTH
Stratco Good Neighbour® Fencing is both strong and 
attractive. Its design allows clean and uncluttered lines 
to be enjoyed by neighbours on both sides of the fence. 
Good Neighbour’s strength and style is achieved by using 
steel fence sheets that fit simply into profiled steel tracks 
and posts.

Available in a wide range of high fashion double-sided 
colours. Mix and match the colour of the fence sheets, 
tracks and posts, to suit any style or environment.

Good Neighbour fencing panels range from 900 to 
1800mm high and 2350mm wide.

All the accessories you need to complete your Good 
Neighbour fence are available at Stratco. Accessories 
include post caps, and single and double gates.

COLOUR CHOICE
Stratco Good Neighbour fencing is available in a full 
spectrum of high fashion double-sided colours or as 
unpainted zinc/al. Mix and match the colours of the fence 
sheets, tracks and posts for an individual style.

DESIGN FLEXIBILITY
The modular nature of Good Neighbour fencing means that 
it can be used on flat sites or modified to suit sloped and 
undulating land. A special order for longer top and bottom 
tracks can allow for unusual designs. If the sheets are cut 
on-site, panels can be constructed to follow the contour 
of the land.

Accordingly, Stratco Good Neighbour fencing is perfect for 
side, rear and front fence applications and can also be used 
for garden screens or hiding compost areas.

Installing a Good Neighbour fence is the perfect DIY 
project. All the advice, tools and accessories that you need 
to complete your fence are available at Stratco.

EASY MAINTENANCE
Your Stratco Good Neighbour fence will maintain its good 
looks for even longer with a simple wash and wipe down 
using a soft broom.

Refer to the ‘Selection, Use and Maintenance of Stratco Steel 
Products’ brochure for more advice on maintaining your 
Good Neighbour fence. 
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